
Part 2 Principles, processes and presentation 

Landscape Character Assessment 

5.4 In ru.ral landscapes, as defined in Chapter 2, Landscape Character Assessment (LCA) 
is the key cool for understanding the landscape and should he used for baseline studies. 
There is a well-established and widely used method for LCA, which is set out in current
guidance documents.1 This should be used to identify and describe: 

• the elements that make up the landscape in the sntdy area, including:

- physical influences - geology, soils, la.ndform, drainage and water bodies;
- land cover, including different types of vegetation and patterns and rypes of tree

cover;
- the influence of hum;in :1ctiviry, including land use and management, the char

acter of settlements and buildings, and pattern and rype of fields and enclosure;

• the aesthetic and perceptual aspects of the landscape - such as, for example , its
scale, complexity, openness, tranguilliry or wi.ldness;

• the overall character of the landscape in the study area, including any distinctive
Landscape Character Types or areas that can be identified, and the particular combi
nations of elements and aesthetic and perceptual aspects chat make each distinctive,
usually by identification as key characteristics of the landscape.

Townscape character assessment 

5.5 LVIA in urban contexts requires a good understanding of townscape (as ddined in 
Chapter 2, Paragraph 2. 7) and there are now accepted techniques of townscape 
character assessment which can help ro achieve this. Landscape professionals involved 
in LVIA should participate in such assessments, although joint working with architects, 
planners or urban designers will be required in some cases. The nature of townscape 
requires particular understanding of a range of different factors that together distin
guish different parts of towns and citic:s, including: 

• the conrext or setting of the urban area and its relationship to the wider landscape;
• the topography and its relationshjp to w·ban form;
• rhe grain of the btti.lr form and its relationship to rusroric patterns, for example of

bw·gage plots;
• the layout and scale of the buildings, density of development and building types,

including architectural qua.lities, period and materials;
• the patterns of land use, both past and present;
• the contribution co the landscape of water bodies, water courses and ocher water

features;
• che nature and location of vegetation, including the different types of green space

and tree cover and their relationships co bui.lJings and streets;
• the types of open space and the character and qualities of the public realm;
• access and connectivity, including streets and footways/pavements.
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Figure 5.3 Townscape character assessment as part of the baseline for LVIA of an urban development 



Part 2 Principles, processes and presentation 

Seascape character assessment 

5.6 Where LVIA is carried our in coasr.al or marine locarions basel.i.ne srudies musr take 
accounr of seascape, as defined in Chapter 2 (Paragraphs 2.8 and 2.9). Methods to 
assess the characrer of seascapes, similar to the assessment methods for terrestrial 
landscapes, are being developed and practitioners should refer to the lacesr available 
guidance. It is important to take account of the particula.r characteristics and qualities 
of rhe marine and coasral environment, including rhose associated with the natural 
environment, culrural ;111d social ch.aracteristics, and perceptual and aesthetic qualities. 
These will include: 

• coastal features;
• views to and from the sea;
• particular qualities of the open sea;
• the importance of dynamic changes due to weather and tides;
• change in seascapes due ro coastal processes;
• culrural associations;
• contributions of coastal features to orientation and navigation ar sea.

Links to cultural heritage and historic landscape character 

5.7 The relationship between landscape and historic landscape matters is close. The fuse is 
concc;rned with the landscape as it is today. The second is concerned with how the land
scape came to be as it is, dealing with historic dimensions such as 'rime depth' and his
rorical layering-the idea of landscape as a 'palimpsest', a much wrirrcn-over manuscript. 

5.8 Hisroric landscape characterisation is complementary rn Landscape Character 
Assessm1.:nt. It looks at the material remains of the past and perceptions and inter
pretations of rhem, in urder to help us understand the present-day landscape. In rowns 
and cities rhis characterisation and other hisroric envi.ronment srud.ies can help to 
provide good understanding of the historic time depth of towoscapes and flesh out 
descriptions of townscapl:'. character with fuller expbnacion of the layers of history 
that underpin it. Since th<.: st:cond edition of this guidance there have been significant 
advances in. the assessment of historic landscape character, and in seascape and 
townscape characterisation, along with publication of related guidance and maps. 

5.9 The history of the landscape, its historic character, che interaction berween people and 
places through time, and the surviving features and their settings may be relevant ro 
rhe LVIA baseline stuclies, as well as the cultural ht-rirage topic. The evaluarion needs 
to consider boch the historic landscape characterisation and the L:indscape Character 
Assessment. The LVTA also needs to address rhe fact that many historic fe;atures -
archaeological remains, buildings and designed landscapes - are important in their 
own right as weU as feacmes of the landscape. 

5.1 O Landscape professionals should make good use of existing historic landscape infor
mation, and collaborate with historic rnvironment specialists, who will be collating or 
recording snch information for the cultural heritage part of the EIA. This collaboration 
will allow the landscape baseline information to reflect a full understanding of the 
hiscoric characteristics and features of coda y's landscape. 
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5 Assessmen� of landscape effects 

figure 5.4 Historic buildings often contribute to the character and quality 
of townscapes 

The sharing of relevant baseline information should not be confused with the need for 5.11 

separate cultural heritage appraisals such as historic landscape characterisation and 
assessment or historic townscape appraisal, or there will be a clanger of both double 
handling and inappropriate judgements by non-experts. It is particularly important 
that responsibilities are clear in considering any effects on the settings and views for 
historic buildings, Conservation Areas and other heritage assets. 

Using existing character assessments 

Many parts of the UK are already covered by existing character assessments at different 5.12 
scales. There is a hierarchy of assessment, from broad-scale national or regiona.l assess-
ments, through co more detailed local authority assessments, to in some cases quite 
fine-grain local or community assessme11ts. Although usually prepared for different 
original purposes, existing assessments can also contribute to LVIA. The first step in 
preparing the landscape baseline should be to review any relevant assessments that 
may be r1vaibble at different levels in this hierarchy. Those published and adopted by 
competent authorities a.re usually the most robust and considered documents. Use 
should also be made of r1ny existing historic characterisation studies to provide 
information on the time depth dimension of the landscape. 

Existing assessments must be reviewed critically as their quality may vary, some may 5.13 
be dated and s01111.: may not be suited to the task in hand. Before deciding to rely on 
information from an existing assessment a judgement should be made as to the degree 
to which it will be useful in informing the LVIA process. 
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Figure 5.5 Where Landscape Character Assessments are not available, as in some parts of Wales, project-specific character 
areas can be derived, for example in Wales from an analysis of LANDMAP and other information, and structured 
site surveys 



5 Assessment of landscape effects 

It should be reviewed in rerms of: 

• when it was ca.rried out and the extent ro which the landscape may have changed
since then;

• its status, and whether or not it has been formally adopted, for example, as supple
mentary planning guidance;

• the scale and level of derail of the assessmenr and rherefore its suitability for use in
the LVIA, while noting that larger-scale assessments can ofren provide valuable
context;

• any other matters which might limit the reliability or usefulness of the information.

Justification sbou.ld be provided for any departure from the fi.nd.i.ngs of an existing, 
established LCA. 

It is essential co decide at the outset what scale of character assessment information is 5.14 
needed to provide a basis for the LVIA and then ro jL1dge the value of existing assessmencs 
againsr this. Broad-sea.le assessments at national or regional level can be helpful in setting 
the landscape context, but are unli.kely to be helpful on thei.r own a:, the basis for LVIA 
- they may be coo generalised to be appropriate for the particular purpose. Local
authority assessments will provide more useful information about the landscape types
char occur in the study area. Ideally both should be used together in the following ways:

• Broad-scale assessments set the scene and reference can be made to the descriptions
of relevant character types or areas to indicate the key characteristics that may be
apparent in the smdy area.

• Local authority assessments provide more derail on the types of landscape that occur
in the study area. They can be mapped co show how the proposals relate co chem
and the descriptions and definition of key characteristics can be used ro inform the
description of the landscapes that may be affected by the proposal.

Existing assessments may need co be reviewed and interpreted co adapt them for use 5.15 
in LVIA - for example by drawing our more clearly the key chara,creriscics chat are 
most relevant to the proposal. Fieldwork will also be required to check the applicability 
of the assessment chr.oughout the study area and to refine it where necessary, for exam-
ple by identifying variaticrns in character at a more detailed scale. Completely new 
supplementary Landscape Character Assessment work covering the whole study area 
will only be required when there are no existing assessments or when they are available 
but either have serious limitJtions that restrict their value or do not provide information 
at an appropriate level of detail. 

Even where there are useful and relevant existing Landscape Character Assessments 5.16 
and historic landscape characterisations, it is still likely that it will be necessary to carry 
out specific and more detai.led surveys of the sire itself and perhaps its immediate setting 
or surroundings. Th.is provides the opportunity to record the specific characteristics of 
this more limited area, buc also to analyse co what extent the sire and its immediate 
surroundings conform co or are different from the wider Landscape Character 
Assessments that exist, and to pick up other characteristics that may be important in 
considering the effects of the proposal. 
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Part 2 Principles, processes and presentation 

5.17 Where new landscape surveys are required, either of the whole srndy area or of the sire 
and its immediate surroundings, they should follow recommended methods and up
to-date guidance. Survey information may be recorded in a variety of ways bur good 
records are essential. This is especially so in LVIA as the landscape baseline may eventu
ally be used in a public inquiry where other parries could request access to field records. 

5.18 Evidence about change in the landscape, including i.n its condition, is an important 
pan of the baseline. The condition of the cl.i.ffcrenc land�cape types and/or area� and 
rheir constituent parts should be recorded, and any l.:vidence of current pressures 
causing change in rhe landscape documented, drawing on previous reports and data 
sources as well as field records. 

Establishing the value of the landscape 

5.19 As part of the basdine description the value of the potentially affected landscape should 
be established. This means the rclati,·e \'alue that is attached co different landscapes 
by society, bearing in mind that :1 landscape may be valued by different stakeholders 
for a whole ,·ariety of n:asons. Considering value at the baseline stage will inform later 
judgcrnt:nts about the signili.canu; of effects. Value can apply to areas of landscape as 
a whole, or ro the i.nd.ividual elements, features and aesthetic or perceptual dimensions 
which contribute to the character of the landscape. LAND MAP in Wales, for example, 
evaluates eat:h area for each of its .fin· :ispecrs or layers. Landscapes or rlteir component 
parts may be valued at the commu.niry, local, national or international levels. A review 
of existing landscape designations is usually the starting point in understanding 
landscape value, bur the vaJue anached to undesignared landscapes also needs to be 
carefully considered and individual elcml:nts of the landscape - such as trees, buildings 
or hedgerows - may also have value. All need ro be considered where relevant. 

Geological Landscape 

Landscape Habitats 

Historic Landscape 

Cultural Landscape 

Visual and Sensory 

Landscape Character Areas 

LANDMAP: 

5 Aspects 

Figure 5.6 In Wales, landscape information is found in LANDMAP, 
providing data on five aspects of the landscape which can be 
combined (with other information) to define Landscape 
Character Areas 
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Part 2 Principles, processes and presentation 

5.20 Information that will contribute to understanding value might include: 

• information about areas recognised by statute such as (depending on jurisdiction)
National Parks, National Scenic Areas, Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty;

• information about Heritage Coasts, where relevant;
• local planning documents which may show che extent of and policies for local

landscape designations;
• information on the status of i.ndividual or groups of femures such as, for example,

Conservation Areas, listed buildi.ngs, Tree Preservation Orders, irnporrant
hedgerows, cultural h.ericage elements such as h.istoric landscapes of various forms,
archaeological sires of importance and other special historical or cultural heritage
sires such as battlefields or historic gardens;

• arc a.nd literature, including tourism literature and promorfonal material such as
postcards, which may indicate the value attached to the identity of particular areas
(for example 'Constable CoLLntry' or speciaJly promoced views);

• material on landscapes of local or community interest, sucl1 as local green spaces,
village greens or allotments.

International and national designations 
5.21 Incernarionally acclaimed landscape· may be recognised, for example as World Heritage 

Sires, and parcicular planning polic:ic.:s may apply to them. Nationally valued landscapes 
are recogn ised by designation, which have a formal statutory basis char varies in 
different parts of che UK. They include: 

• National Parks in England, Wales and Scotland;
• Areas of Outstanding Natural Bec1ury in England, Wales and Northern lreland2

; 

• National Scenic Areas in Scotland.

Figure 5.8 A listed building within a historic designed landscape 
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5 Assessment of landscape effects 

Across the UK there is also a variety of designations aimed at aspects of the historic 5.22 
environment (such as Conservation Areas and listed buildings) and non-statutory recog-
nition of particular types of environment (such as Heritage Coasts). An LVIA should 
consider the implications of the full range of statutory and non-statutory designations 
and recognitions and consider what they may imply about landscape value. 

The criteria and terms used in making statutory designations vary and may not always 5.23 
be explicitly stated. If a project subject to LVIA is in or near to one of them, it is impor-
tant that the baseline study should seek to understand the basis for the designation and 
why the landscape is considered to be of value. Great care should be taken to under-
stand what landscape designations mean in today's context. This means determining 
to what degree the criteria and factors used to support the case for designation are 
represented in the specific study area. 

Desk study of relevant documents will often, although not always, provide information 5.24 
concerning the basis for designation. But sometimes, at the more local scale of an LVIA 
study area, it is possible that rhe landscape value of that specific area may be different 
from that suggested by the formal designation. Fieldwork should help ro establish how 
the criteria for designation are expressed, or not, in the particular area in question. At 
the same time it should be recognised that every part of a designated area contributes 
to the whole in some way and care must be taken if considering areas in isolation. 

Local landscape designations 
In many parts of the UK local authorities identify locally valued landscapes and recog- 5.25 
nise chem through local designations of various types (such as Special Landscape Areas 
or Areas of Grear Landscape Value). They are then incorporated into planning docu-
ments along with accompanying planning policies that apply in those areas. As with 
national designations, the criteria chat are used to identify chem vary, and similar con
siderations apply. It is necessary to understand the reasons for the designation and to 
examine how the criteria relate co the particular area in question. Unfortunately many 
of these locally designated landscapes do nor have good records of how they were 
selected, what criteria were used and how boundaries were drawn. This can make it 
difficult to get a dear picture of the relationship between the study area and the wider 
context of the designation. 

Undesignated landscapes 
The fact that an area of landscape is not designated either nationally or locally does 5.26 
not mean that it does not have any value. This is particularly so in areas of the UK 
where in recent years relevant nati,onal planning policy and advice has on the whole 
discouraged local designations unless it can be shown that othe.r approaches would be 
inadequate. The European Landscape Convention promotes the need co take account 
of all landscapes, with less emphasis on the special and more recognition that ordinary 
landscapes also have their value, supported by the landscape character approach. 

Where local designations are not in use a fresh approach may be needed. As a starring 5.27 
point reference to existing Landscape Character Assessments and associated planning 
policies and/or landscape srracegies and guidelines may give an indication of which 
landscape types or areas, or individual elements or aesthetic or perceptual aspects of 
the landscape are particularly valued. A seated strategy of landscape conservation is 
usually a good indicator of this. 
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Part 2 Principles, processes and presentation 

5.28 In cases where there is no existing evidence ro indicate landscape value, and where 
scoping dfacussions suggest char iris appropriate, value should be determined as part 
of the baseline study through new survey and analysis. This requires definition of the 
criteria and facrors rhat are considered to confer value on a landscape or on irs com
ponents. There are a number of possible options: 

• Draw on a list of those facrors rhat are generally agreed to influence value {see Box
5.1). They need to be interpreted to reflect the particular legislative and policy
context prevailing in particular places. The list is not comprehensive and other
factors may he considered important in specific areas.

,e Draw up a list of criteria and factors specific to the individual project and !andsca pe 
context. 

• Apply a form of the ecosystem services approach, although this is a cross-cutting
and integrating approach and is likely to encroach on othe.r themes or topics in the
EIA. Although there is interest in this approach, experience of using it in EIA is
limited, although it is under active consideration (!EMA, 2012a).
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Range of factors that can help in the identification of 
valued landscapes 

• Landscape q.uality (condition): A measure of the physical state of the

landscape. It may include the extent to which typical character is repre

sented in individual areas, the intactness of the landscape and the condition

of individual elements.

• Scenic quality: The term used to describe landscapes that appeal primarily
to the senses (primarily but not wholly the visual senses).

• Rarity: The presence of rare elements or features in the landscape or the

presence of a rare Landscape Character Type.

• Representativeness: Whether the landscape contains a particular charac

ter and/or features or elements which, are considered particularly important
examples.

• Conservation interests: The presence of features of wildlife, earth sci.ence

or archaeological or historical and cultural interest can add to the value of
the landscape as well as having value in their own right.

• Recreation value: Evidence that the landscape is valued for recreational

activity where experience of the landscape is important.
• Perceptual aspects: A landscape may be valued for its perceptual qualities,

notably wildness and/or tranquillity.
• Associations: Some landscapes are associated with particular people, such

as artists or writers, or events in history that contribute to perceptions of
the natural beauty of the area.

Based on Swanwick and Land Use Consultants (2002) 



5 Assessment of landscape effects 

In practice one option , or a combination of the firsr rwo options, is likely to be most 5.29 
effecrive. There are several key points to consider in deciding how ro approach this: 

• There cannot be a standard approach as circumstances will vary from place to
place.

• Areas of landscape whose character is judged to be intact and in good condition,
and where scenic quality, wildness or era nquitlity, and natura I or culturaJ heritage
fcatL1res make a particular contribution co the landscape, or where there are impor
tant associations, are likely co be highly valued.

• Many areas that wi.U be subject co LVIA will be ordinary, everyday landscapes. In
such areas some of the possible criteria may not apply and so there is likely co be
greater emphasis on judging, for each landscape rype or area, representation of
typic1I character, the intactness of the la.ndscape and the condiri()n of the elements
of the landscape. Scenic quality may also be relevant, and wi.ll need co reflect factors
such as sense of place and aesthetic and percepmal qualities. Judgements may be
needed about which particular components of the landscape contribute most to its
value.

Individll:il components of the landscape, including particular landscape features, and 5.30 
notabk aesthetic or perceptual qualities can be judged on their importance in their 
own right, including whether or not they can realistically be replaced. They can also 
be judged on their contribution co the overall character and value of the wider 
landscape. For example, an ancient hedgerow may have high value in its own right but 
also be important because it is part of a hedgerow pattern that contributes sign.i.fi.cancly 
co landscape character. 

Assessme.m of the value attached to the landscape should be carried out within a cleady 5.31 
recorded and transparent framework so that decision making is clear. Fieldwork can 
either be combined with the Landscape Character Assessment work, as described 
above, or be carried out at a later stage. Field observations supporting the assessment 
sho·uld be clearly recorded using appropriate record sheets, and records should as far 
as possible be retained in an accessible form for future reference. If there is reliance on 
previous assessments, for example carried out by a local authority as part of a wider 
Landscape Character Assessment or landscape management strategy, th.is must be made 
clear and such information should be c.reared in a critically reflective way. 

A role for consultation 

In making the assessment of l:indscape value it is important where possible to draw on 5.32 
information and opinions from consultees. Consultation bodies will usually give an 
expert view as well as provid�ng relevant existing information. Consultations with local 
people or groups who use the landscape in different ways may, where practicable, also 
suggest the range of values chat people attach to the landscape. Scoping discussio11s 
with the compete.nt authoriry should help co determine the reasonable extent of such 
consultation. 
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Part 2 Principles. processes and presentation 

Reporting on the baseline situation 

5.33 �Then review of t:xiscing assessments and any new surveys are complete, and evid1.:nce 
about landscape value has been assembled, a landscape baseline report should be 
prepared. It should be a clear, well-strucrured, accessible report supported by illus
trations where necessary and should: 

• map, describe and illustrate the character of the landscape at an appropri:nc level
of detail, covering both the wider scucly area and the site and irs immediate sur
roundings, dividing it inco Landscape Character Types and Areas as appropriate;

• identify and describe the individual elements and aesthetic and perceptual aspects
of the landscape, particularly emphasising rhose that are key characteristics con
tributing to the distinctive character of the landscape;

• indicate the condition of the landscape, including tbe condition of elements or
features such as buildings, hedgerows or woodland.

The aim should be to describe the landscape as it is at rhe rime but also to consider 
what it may be like.: in the furnre in cbe absence of the proposal. This means projecring 
forward any trends in change and considering how they may affect the landscape over 
time, c1ccepting thJt chis involves a degree of speculation and uncertainty. 

Predicting and describing landscape effects 

5.34 Once the base.line inform::ition about the landscape is a\'ailable chis can be combined 
with understanding of rhe derails of the propost:d change or development chat is co be 
iocrodnced into tht: landscape to idenc.ify and describe tbe landscape effects. 

• The fuse step is to identify the components of the landscape that a.re likely to be
affected by the scheme, often referred co as the landscape receptors, such as overall
character and key characteristics, individual elements or features, and specific
aesthetic or perceptual aspects.

• The second seep is to identify interactions between these landscape receptors and the
different components of the developmem at all its different stages, including conscruc
rion, operation and, where relevant, decommissioning and restoration/reinscaccmen.c.

5.35 The effects idenrified ac rhe scoping stage should all be reviewed and amell(kd, if 
necessary, in the light of any additional information :1.vaihble. New ones may also be 
identified as a resulr of rhe additional information obtained through consultation, 
baseline study and iterative dcvelopmenc of the scheme design. The effects on lc1ndscape 
should embrace a II rhe different types identified by the Regulations, namely the direct 
effects and :my indirect, secondary, cumulative, shore-, medium- and long-term, per
manenr and temporary, positive and negative effects of the development (as described 
in Paragr3ph 3.22). They a.re likely co include: 

• change in and/or partial or complete loss of elements, features or aesthetic or pe.r
cepcu::il aspects chat com.ribuce ro the character and distinctiveness of the landscape;

• addition of new elements or features that will influence the character and dis
tinctiveness of the landscape;

• combined effects of these changes on overall cha.racrer.
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Part 2 Principles, processes and presentation 

5.36 AH effects that are considered likely to take place should be described as fully as possible: 

• Effects on individual components of the landscape, such as loss of trees or buildings
for example, or addition of new elements, should be identified and mapped (and if
appropriate and helpful quantified by measuring the change).

• Changes in landscape character or quality/condition in particular places need to be
described as fully as possible and illustrated by maps and images that make clear,
as accurately as possible, what is likely to happen.

Good, clear and concise description of the effects that are identified is key to helping 
a wi-de range of people understand what may happen if the proposed change or devel
opment takes place. 

5.37 One of the more challenging issues is deciding whether the landscape effects should be 
categorised as positive or negative. It is also possible for effects to be neutral in thei.r 
consequences for the landscape. An .informed professional judgement should be made 
about this and the cri,teria used in reaching the judgement should be clearly stated. 
TI1ey might .include, but should not be restricted to: 

• the degree to which the proposal fits with existing character;
• the contribution to the landscape that the development may make in its own right,

usual.ly by virtue of good design, even if it is in contrast to existing character.

TI1e importance of perceptions of landscape is emphasised by the European Landscape 
Convention, and others may of course hold different opinions on whether the effects 
are positive or negative, but this is not a reason to avoid making th.is judgement, which 
will ultimately be weighed against the opinions of others in the decision-making process. 

Assessing the significance of landscape effects 

5.38 The landscape effects that have been identified should be assessed to determine their 
significance, based on the principles described in Paragraphs 3.23-3.36. Judging the 
significance of landscape effects requires methodical consideration of each effect iden
tified and, for each one, assessment of the sensitiviry of the landscape receptors and 
the magnitude of the effect on the landscape. 

Sensitivity of the landscape receptors

5.39 Landscape receptors need to be assessed firstly in terms of their sensitivity, combining 
judgements of rheir susceptibility to the type of change or development proposed and 
the value attached to the landscape. In LVIA sensitivity is similar to the concept of 
landscape sensitivity used in the wider arena of landscape planning, but it is not the 
same as it is specific to the particular project or development that is being proposed 
and to the location in question. 

Susceptibility to change 
5.40 This means the abiliry of the landscape receptor (whether it he the overall character 

or quality/condition of a particular landscape type or area, or an individual element 
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5 Assessment of landscape effects 

and/or feature, or a particular aesthetic and perceptual aspect) co accommodate the 
proposed development wirhour undue consequences for the maintenance of the baseline 
situation and/or rhe acb.ievement of landscape planning policies and strategies. 

The assessment may take place i.n siruarions where there are existing landscape sen- 5.41 

sirivicy a.nd capaciry studies, which have become increasingly common. They may deal 
with the general rype of development that is proposed, in which case they may provide 
useful preliminary background information for the assessment. But they cannot provide 
a substitute for the individual assessment of the suscepribiliry of the receprors in relation 
to change arising from the specific development proposal. 

Some of these existing assessments may deal with wha.t has been called 'intrinsic' or 5.42 

'inherem' scnsiciviry, without reference ro a specific rype of development. These can nor 
rel.iably inform assessment of the susceptibility to change since they are ca tried out 
withou-r reference ro any particular type of development and so do nor relate co the 
specific development proposed. Since landscape effects in LVIA are particular to both 
the specific landscape in question an<l the specific nature of the proposed development, 
the assessment of susceptibility rnust be tailored to rhe project. le shou.ld nor be recorded 
as part of the landscape baseline bur should be considered as part of rhe assessment of 
effects. 

Judgements about the susceptibility of landscape receptors to change should be 5.43 

recorded on a verbal scale (for example high, medium or low), but rhe basis for rhis 
must be clear, and Jinked back ro evidence from the baseline study. 

Value of the landscape receptor 
The baseline srudy will have established the value attached co the landscape receptors 5.44 

(see Paragraphs 5.19-5.31), covering: 

• the value of the Landscape Character Types or Areas char may be affected, based
on review of any designations at both national and local levels, and, where there
are no designations, judgrmenrs based on. criteria rbat can be used co esrablish
la11dscapc value;

• the value of individual conrriburors to landscape character, especially t.he key
characteristics, which m::iy include individual elements of the landscape, pa.rricu.lar
landscape features, notable aesthetic, perceptual or experiential qualities, and
com bi.nations of these contributors.

The value of the landscape receptors will to some degree reflect landscape designations 5.45 
and rbe lt-vel of intporcance which they signify, although there shoul-d nor be over-
reliance on designarions as the sole indicator of value. Assessments shouJd reflect: 

• internationally valued landscapes recognised as World Herirnge Sires;
• nationally valued landsc<1pes (National Parks, Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty,

National Scenic Areas or ocher equivalent areas);
• locally valued landscapes, for example local authori.ty landscape designations or,

where these do nor exist, landscapes assessed as being of equivalent value using
clearly stated and recognised criteria;

• landscapes that are nor nationally or locally designated, or judged co be of equivalent
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value using clearly srared and recognised criteria, bur are nevertheless valued at a 
commun.ity level. 

5.46 There can be complex rdationships between the value a reached co landscape receptors 
and their susceptihili ty co change which are especially important when considering 
changc within or close to designated landscapes. For example: 

• An internationally, naciona.Lly or locally valued landscape does not automatically,
or by definition, have high susceptibility to all rypes of change.

• It is pnlisib.k.- fur an internationally, nationally or locally important landscape to
have relatively low susceptibility to change resulting from the pani.cular type of
development in quest.ion, by virtue of hoth the characteristics of the landscape and
the nature of roe proposal.

• The p:1rticul:ir type of change or development proposed may not compromise the
specific basis for the value attached to the landscape.

5.47 Landscapes that are nationally designated (National Parks and Areas of Outstanding 
Natural Bc'.auty in Engbnd and Wales and their equivalents in Scotland and Northern 
Iceland) will be accorded the highest value in the assessment. If the area affected by 
the pcoposa I is on the margin of or adjacent to such a designated area, thought may 
be given to the extent to whicb it demonstrates the characteristics and qualities char 
Jed co tbc dcsigna rion of the area. Boundaries are very i.mporranr in defining the extent 
of designated areas, bur they often follow convenient physical features and as a result 
there may be land outside the boundary that meets the designation criteria and land 
inside that does nor. Simil::tr principles apply to locally designated landscapes bur here 
che difficulty may be that the characterist.ics or qual.ities char provided the basis for 
their designation are nor always clearly set down. 

Magnitude of landscape effects 

5.48 Each effect on landscape receptors needs co be assessed in terms of its size or scale, the 
geographical extent of the a.rea influenced, and its duration and reversibility. 

Size or scale 

5.49 J udgemencs are needed about the size or scale of change in the landscape that is likely 
to be experienced as a result of each effect. Th.is should be described, and also 
caregorised on a verbal scale char d.isri.nguishes rhc :1mount of ch:1nge but is noc overly 
complex. For example, the effecr of borh loss and addition of new features may be 
judged as major, moderate, minor or none, or other equivalent words. The judgements 
should, for example, take account of: 

• the extent of exis6ng landscape elements that will be lost, the proportion of the
coral ex rent char chis represents and the contribution of chat element co the cha cacrer
of the landscape - in some cases this may be quantified;

• the degree to which aesthetic or perceptual aspects of the bndscape are altered either
by removal of existing components of the landscape or by addition of new ones -
for example, removal of hedges may change a small-scale, intimate landscape inro
a large-scale, open one, or introduction of new buildings or taJI structures may alter
open skylines;
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5 Assessment of landscape effects 

• whether the effect changes the key characteristics of rhe landscape, which are critical
co its distinctive charactec.

Geograph;cal extent 
The geographical area over which the landscape effects will be felr muse also be con- 5.50 
sidered. This is distinct from the size or scale of the effect - there may for example be 
moderate loss of landscape elements over a large geographical area, or a major addirioo 
affecting a very localised area. The extent of the effects will vary widely depending on 
the nature of the proposal and there can be no hard and fast rules about what categories 
to use. In general effects may have an influence at the following scales, air.hough this will 
vary according to t.he nature of the project and not all may be relevant on every occasion: 

• ar rhe site level, within the development site itself;
• ac the !eve.I of che immediate setting of the sire;
• at the scale of the landscape type or character area within which the proposal lies;
• on a larger scale, influencing severa I landscape types or character areas.

Duration and reversibility of the landscape eff&ts 
These are separate but Ji.nked considerations. Du.ration can usually be simply judged 5.51 
on a scale such as short term, medium term or long term, where, for example, short 
te.rm rnight be zero to five years, medium term five to ten years and long term ten to 
twenty-five years. There is no fixed rule on these definitions and so in each case it must 
be made dear how the categories are defined and the reasons for this. 

Reversibility is a judgement about the prospects and the practicality of the particular 5.52 
effect being reversed io, for example, a generarion. This can be a very imporwnc issue -
for example, while some forms of development, like housing, can be considered perma-
nent, ochers, such as wind energy developments, are often argued to be reversible since 
thc.:r have a limited (jfe and could eventually be removed and/or the land reinstated. 
Mineral workings, for example, may be partiaUy reversible in that the landscape can be 
restored co something sirni.lac co, but not the same as, the original. If duration is included 
in an assessment of the effects, the assumptions behind the judgement muse be made clear. 
Duration a_nd reversibility crn sometimes usefully be considered cogether, so rh:-it a tem-
porary or partially reversible effect is linked co definition of how long that effect will last. 

Judging the overall significance of landscape effects 

To draw final conclusions abou·c significance, the separate judgements about the sensi- 5.53 
civiry of the lwdscape receptors and the magnitude of the landscape effects need to be 
combined to allow a final judgement to be made about whether each effect is significant 
or not, as required by the .Kegulations, following the principles set out in Chapter 3. 
The rationale for the overall judgement must be clear, demonstrating how the 
assessments of sensitivity and magnitude have been linked in determining the overall 
significance of each effect. 

Signi.ficance can only be defined in rela.tion co each development and its specific loca- 5.54 
rion. le is for each assessment co determi.ne how the judgements about the landscape 
receptors and landscape effects should be combined to arrive at significance and to 
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explain how the conclusions have been derived. There may also be a need to adopt a 
consistent approach across all the EIA topic areas and the EIA co-ordinator will need 
to be involved i.n the decisions on suitable approaches. 

5.55 As indicated i.n Chapter 3 (see Paragraph 3.30) there are two main approaches ro 
combining the indjviduaJ judgements made under the different contributing criteria 
(although there may also be others): 

1. They can be sequentially combined: suscepribility to change and value can be
combined i.nto an assessmenr of sensirivity for each receptor, and size/scale,
geographical extent and duration and reversibility can be combined into an assess
ment of magnitude for each effect. Magni rude and sensiriviry can then be combined
to assess overall significance.

2. All the judgements against the individual criteria can be arranged in a t;ible ro
provide an overall profile of each identified effect. An overview can then be taken
of the distribution of the judgements for each criterion to make an informed
professional assessment of the overall significance of each effect.

5.56 There are no hard and fast mies about what makes a significant effect, and there cannot 
be a standard approach since circumstances vary with the location and landscape 
context and with the type of proposal. At opposite ends of a spectrum it is reasonable 
ro say that: 

• major loss or irreversible negarive effects, over an extensive area, on elements and/or
aesthetic and perceptual aspecrs that are key ro rhe character of nationally valued
landscape.:� are likely ro be of the greatest sign.ifi:ance;

• reversible negative effects of short durarion, over a restricted area, on elements
and/or aesthctic and perceptual aspects that contribure to bur are nor key

Loss of mature or diverse landscape 
elements, features, characteristics, 
aesthetic or perceptual qualities 

Effects on rare. distinctive, particularly 
representative landscape character 

Loss of lower-value elements, features, 
characteristics, aesthetic or perceptual 
qualities 

Loss of new, uniform, homogeneous 
elements, features, characteristics, 
qualities 

Effects on areas in poorer condition or 
of degraded character 

Effects on lower-value landscapes 
(_.I 

b----------------' 

( Figure 5.10 Scale of significance
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5 Assessment of landscape effects 

characteristics of the character of la.ndscapes of community value are 1-ikely ro be 
of the least significance and may, depending on the circumstances, be judged as nor 
significant; 

• where assessmenrs of significance place landscape effects berween rhese extremes,
judgements must be made about whether or nor rhey are significanc, wirh full
explanations of why these conclusions have been reached.

Where landscape effects are judged to be significant and adverse, proposals for pre- 5.57 
venting/avoiding, reducing, or offserting or compensating for chem {referred to as 
mitigation) should be described. The significant landscape effects remaining after 
mitigation should be summa.rised as the .final step in the process. 

Further detail on mitigation is provided in Paragraphs 4.21-4.43.

Summary advice on good practice 

• An assessment of landscape effects should consider how the proposal will affect the
elements that make up the landscape, its aesthetic and perceptual aspects, its dis
tinctive character and the key characteristics that contribute to this.

• Scoping should try to identify the range of possible landscape effects to be con
sidered, but a decision can be made, in discussion with the competent authority,
whether any are not likely to be significant and therefore do not need to be con
sidered further.

• Scoping should also identify the area of landscape that needs to be covered in assess
ing landscape effects. The study area should indude the site itself and the extent of
the wider landscape around it which it is likely that the proposed development may
influence. This will normally be based on the extent of Landscape Character Areas
likely to be significantly affected either directly or indirectly, but the Zone of
Theoretical Visibility developed as part of the assessment of visual effects (see Chapter
6) may also inform the decision.

• Baseline landscape studies shoU'ld be appropriate to the context into which the
development proposal will be introduced and in line with current guidance and termi
nology for Landscape Character Assessment, townscape character assessment and
seascape character assessment. as relevant.

• Baseline studies for LVIA should ensure that, working with experts if necessary, cul
tu-ral heritage features and relevant aspects of the historic landscape are recorded
and judgements made about their contribution to the landscape, townscape or
seascape. Assessment of the effects of development on historic aspects of the land
scape must, however, be dealt with in the cultural heritage topic of an EIA and not
as part of the landscape and visual topic.

• The first step in preparing the landscape baseline should be to review any relevant
existing assessments that may be available. Existing assessments must be reviewed
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critically as their quality may vary, some may be dated and some may not be su,ited 

to the task in hand. 

It is essential to decide at the outset what scale of character assessment information 

is needed to provide a basis for the LVIA and then to judge the value of existing 

assessments against this. 

Existing assessments may need to be reviewed and interpreted to adapt them for use 

in LVIA, and fieldwork should check the applicability of the assessment throughout 

the study area and refine it where necessary. 

Where new landscape su.rveys are required, either of the whole study area or of the 

site and its immediate surroundings, they should folfow recommended methods and 

up-to-date guidance. 

Evidence about change in the landscape is an important part of the baseline. The 

condition of the landscape and any evidence of current pressures causing change in 

the landscape should be documented. 

The value of the landscape that may be affected should be established as part of the 

baseline description. This will inform judgements about the significance of the effects. 

A review of existing landscape designations is usually the starting point in under

standing landscape value, but the value attached to undesignated landscapes also 

needs to be carefully considered and individual elements of the landscape - such as 

trees, buildings or hedgerows - may also be valued. 

A landscape baseline report should set out the findings of the baseline work. It should 

be clea-r, well structured, accessible and supported by appropriate illustrations. The 

aim should be to describe the landscape as it is at the time but also to consider, if 

possible, what it may be like in the future, without the proposal. 

To identify and describe the landscape effects the components of the landscape that 

are likely to be affected by the scheme, often referred to as the 'landscape receptors', 

should be identified and interactions between them and the different components 

of the development considered, covering all the types of effect required by the 

Regulations. 

The effects identified at the scoping stage should all be reviewed in the light of the 

additional information obtained through consultation, baseline study and iterative 

development of the scheme design. They should be amended as appropriate and new 

ones may also be identified. 

An informed professional judgement should be made about whether the landscape 

effects should be categorised as positive or negative (or in some cases neutral), with 

the criteria used in reaching this judgement clearly stated. 

The landscape effects must be assessed to determine their significance, based on 

the principles described in Chapter 3. Judging the significance of landscape effects 

requires methodical consideration of each effect that has been identified, its magni

tude and the sensitivity of the landscape receptor affected. 

To draw final conclusions about significance the separate judgements about sensitivity 

and magnitude need to be combined into different categories of significance, 

following the principles set out in Chapter 3. 



S Assessment of landscape effects 

The rationale for the over al-I judgement must be clear, demonstrating how the judge
ments about the landscape receptor and the effect have been linked in determining 
overall significance. 

A clear step-by-step process of making judgements should allow the identification of 
significant effects to be as transparent as possible, provided that the effects are 
identified and described accurately, the basis of the judgements at each stage is 
explained and the effects are clearly reported, with good text to explain them and 
summary tables to support the text. 

Final judgements must be made about which landscape effects are significant, as 
req,u,ired by the Regulations. There are no hard and fast rules about what makes a 
significant effect, and there cannot be a standard approach since circumstances vary 
with the location and landscape context and with the type of proposal. 

Where landscape effects are judged to be significant and adverse, proposals made 
for preventing/avoiding, reducing, or offsetting or compensating for them (.referred 
to as mitigation) should be described. The significant landscape effects remaining 
after mitigation should then be summarised as the final step in the process. 
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Part 2 Principles, processes and presentation 

• Scope
• Establishing the visual baseline
• Predicting and describing visual effects
• Assessing the significance of visual effects
• Judging the overall significance of visual effects

Scope 

6.1 An assessment of visual effects deals with the effects of change and development on 
the views available to people and their visual am.eniry. The concern here is with assess· 
ing how the surroundings of individuals or groups of people may be specifically affected 
by changes in the content and ch;1racter of views as a result of the change or loss of 
existing elt:mcnts of the landscape and/or introduction of new elements. 

6.2 Scoping should identify the area that needs to be covered in assessi.ng visual effects, 
the range of people who may be affected by these effects and the related viewpoints 
in the study area that will need to be examined. The study area sbould be agreed with 
the competent authority at the outset and should consider the area from which the 
proposed development wiLI potentially be visihle. The emphasis muse be on a reasonable 
approach which is proportional to che scale and nature o( the proposed development. 
At the scoping stage the srudy area will only be definc<l in a preliminary way and is 
likely to be modified as more detailed analysis is carried out, in discussion with the 
competent a urhority. 

See Paragraphs 6.6-6.23 for more detail on mapping areas of visibility and on 
visual receptors and representative viewpoints. 

Establishing the visual baseline 

6.3 Baseline studies for visual effects should establish, in more detail than is possi.ble i.n 
the scoping stoge, the area in which the development may be visible, the different 
groups of people who may expctiL:nce views of the development, the viewpoints 
where they will be affected and the nature o( the vic,vs at those points. Where possible 
it can also be useful ro establish the approximate or relative □umber of differenr 
groups of people who will be affected by che changes in views or visual amenity, 
while at the same time recognising that assessing visuaJ effects is not a quantitative 
process. 

6.4 These factors are all interrelated and need to be considered in an integrated way rather 
than as a series of separate seeps. It is aJso impottant to be aware that visual baseline 
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6 Assessment of visual effects 

data may require updating ar inrervals, parricuJarly ro reflect modi.ficacions ro rhe design 
as a result of rhe irerarive design process. 

Interrelationships with the cultural heritage ropic area need ro be borne in mind when 65 
developing the visual baseline and identifying visual effects. Specialist input from 
cultural heritage professionals is likely to be required to interpret the range of relevant 
ct1ltural heritage studies th.:tt may help ro idenrify important viewpoi.nts. Development 
proposals may, for exampli..:, have visu.:tl effects on the settings of l1eritage assers, includ-
ing important views to and from those assets - setti11gs a.re defined as 'the surroundings 
in which a herirage asset is experienced' (English Heritage, 2011). Where there are 
heritage assets in the vicinity of rhe proposed development rheir settings will need ro 
be raken into account whl:n mapping visibility and defining important views that may 
be altered by the proposal. ln urban areas there may be particular interest in straregic 
views relating to heritage assets, landmarks and other key views and vistas that may 
have been defined by cultural heritnge experts. 1 Some townscape assessments can also 
help with this. 

Mapping visibility 

Land thar may potentially be visually connected with the development proposal - that 6.6 
is, areas of land from which ir may porenrially be seen - must be identified and mapped 
at rhe outset, bearing in mind the comments in Paragraph 6.2 about reasonableness 
and proportionality. Visibility mapping is an important rool in preparing rhe visual 
effects baseline but does nor in irs own righr idenrify the effects. It can also play an 
important part in the d,i.fferenr stages of the iterative design process. Ir can, for example, 
contribute to the early srages of site design and assessment co determine rhe potential 
visibility of a site compa.red co a similar developmenr located on an alternative site. It 
can also be used co help in the considerarion of concept layout and design alternatives 
in response co rhe pon:ncial visibility of different options. 

There are cvvo main approaches co mapping visibility: 6.7 

1. Manual approaches use map interpretation, cross sections rhrough the site in
relation ro its surroundings and visual envelope mapping on site. This means
stancling at the location of the development and looking out ro identify and map
the land that is visible from that and ocher points within the site. This can establish
the outer limit or visual envelope of the land chat may be visually connected wir11
the proposal. These methods are time consuming and involve a degree of subjectivity
since they depend on judgements made by the surveyor and do not allow for the
face u1at the highest point of the development is likely co be well above the surve}'or's
eye line. Neve.rthelc:s-:, they can still be helpfol in initial scoping and for smaller
projects, includiog appraisals ourside EIA.

2. Digital approaches use elevation data to create a digital terrain model of the study
area and calculate inter-visibility between points or along lines radiating out from
rhe development locuriun, ro construct a map showing the area from which rhe
proposal may rheorerically be visible.

Use of digitally mapped areas of visibility has increasingly become the norm since the 6.8 
previous edition of chis guidance was published, although it is less commonly used in 
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6 Assessment of visual effects 

urban areas bt:cause of the difficulty of mapping and modeLLng accurately the buildings 
and structures char would influence potential vis ibility. The map products of this process 
are referred to as either the Zone of Visual influence (ZVI) or rhe Zone of Theoretical 
Visibility (ZTY). The second of these (ZTV) is now recommended since it makes clear 
that the area so defined only shows land from which the proposal may theoretically 
be visible. Thar is, ir treats the world as 'bare earth' and does not take account of poten
tial screening by vegetation or buildings. Desk srudy, using digi cal methods, should 
i-dentify the ZTY for the development proposal and, where appropriate, should be
constructed using multiple-point analysis, combining ZTY maps for different parts of
the proposal.

In the case of linear developments such as road or rail schemes the ZTV must be con- 6.9 
structed for a sequence of points along the road, a process that can now easily be carried 
out digitally (see Figure 6.5). In addition, the height of structures such as bridges or 
gantries, and of vehicles that will use rhe route, should be built imo the ZTY con
struction so that the visibility of all aspects of the proposal is considered. 

The ZTY mapping is the desk study component of the visibility analysis. In reality 6.10 
many fact0rs other rhan terrain will influence actual visibility. Orher landscape com-
ponents that may affect visihiliry, for example buildings, walls, fences, trees, hedgerows, 
wood.land and banks, can in theory be added co digital models th:it are based on terrain 
but this is difficult to achieve accurately, especially for a large study area. Their effects 
are best judged by field stirveys chat can examine and record their location, size an.cl 
extent, and their effect in screening visibihty at key points. Landmarks in the vicinity 
of the site can be useful as reference points when looking towards the site to identify 
its location in the vi.ew, and public viewpoints chat may have views of the site and pro-
posed development can be idenrifi.ed and the extent of the views checked. Site surveys 
are therefore essential to provide an accurate baseline assessment of visibility. 

Both ZTY mapping and site suxvey should assume that the observer eye height is some 6.11 
1.5 to 1.7 metres above ground level, based on the midpoint of average heights for 
men and women. The assumed eye height used must in any case be clearly stated. Tbe 
effects of distance on views muse also be considered - for example parts of the ZTY 
that are most distant from the proposal may be omitted from rhe final visual effects 
baseline if it is judged chat visibility from this distance wilil be extremely limited. This 
wi·IJ vary with rhe type of project and must be agreed with the competent authority. 

For some types of development the visual effocts of lighting may be an issue. In these 6.12 
cases it rna�' he important ro carry out n.ighc-rjmc 'darkness' surveys of the existing 
conditions in ordn to ass{'ss the potentia.1 effects of lighting and these effects need to 
be taken into account in generating the 3D mode] of the scheme. Quantitative assess-
ment of illumination levels, and incorporation into models relevant to visual effects 
assessment, will require i.nput from Lighting engineers, but the visual effects assessment 
will also need to include qualitative assessments of the effecrs of the predicted light 
levds on night-rime visibility. The visibility survey and definirion of ZTYs may need 
co be r1.:vicwed and updated as siting, layout and design proposals are progressively 
refined and lighting effects become dearer. 
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Figure 6.4 Topographical analysis and ZTV for proposed urban development 
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